
Yamarin Cross - look
out for adventures
ahead!
A Yamarin Cross is always ready to take you on an

adventure, whether it's a summer trip to a nearby island,

a day of high speed water sports - or gliding quietly along

with your  shing lines out. Whatever your choice, no

other boat will deliver better handling and performance,

while the sleek, sturdy hull guarantees a relaxing,

comfortable ride for everyone.

Now a highly regarded international boat brand, Yamarin

is proud to be a part of Yamaha Motor Europe N.V. This

exciting partnership enables us to work closely together

to develop and create ever more innovative products.

Yamarin Cross. Made for relaxing together with family

and friends.

High performance with superb

handling

Stylish grey aluminium  oor

Light hydraulic steering and tilt-

adjustable wheel

Trim tabs with LED position readouts

Bow propeller

Two Yamaha LAN multi-function

meters

Windshield wipers on both sides

Refrigerator

Spacious storage under the aft bench

Stereo system

Four fender retainers
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Yamarin Cross - look out for adventures
ahead!
Our  agship model, the 75 BR is certainly an impressive looking boat. Its sharp, up-to-the-minute

styling includes an attractive new steering wheel design and a dark grey metal  oor, teamed with

grey upholstery and classy red/black detailing.

This sleek and aggressive appearance isn't just for show, because it's matched by extremely high

performance capabilities and supreme handling. So its great to drive too, holding its own even in

strong winds and tough sea conditions.

The 75 BR also leads her class in terms of speci cation and standard equipment. The spacious 2-

piece canopy, in-built sound system, hydraulic steering and trim tabs with LED displays are good

examples.
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Great driving position

The tilt angle of the attractively styled

steering wheel can be adjusted to suit the

helmsman, while the special o shore

seats provide a very comfortable and

stable driving position.

Weather protection

The rear edge of the windshield is set high

and extends further back than usual,

a ording excellent shelter for passengers.

There's also a sturdy glass door between

the two consoles.

Stylish grey aluminium  oor

The grey aluminium anti-slip deck surface

feels comfortable and secure to walk on -

it's also very practical to maintain.

Large two-piece canopy

The large canopy provides cosy shelter

during unfriendly weather - and you can

also sleep easily under it by simply setting

up the sun deck with the comfortable

mattresses.

Storage box for the open bow
deck

In the open area at the bow, there are

two storage compartments that have

been thoughtfully integrated into the

design but can easily be removed when

necessary.

Bow ladder

The hatch at the bow conceals the anchor

box, where a bow ladder can be attached

for easy boarding and disembarking - at a

natural harbour or at the water's edge for

example.
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Boat speci cations

Length 7530 m
Hull length 7530mm
Beam 2.470 m
Dry weight 1300kg
Tube diameter 125mm
No. of persons 9
Fuel capacity 244L
Power Range kW (HP) 150300hp
Transom Extra Long
CE Design Certi cation C
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All information in this catalogue is given for general guidance only and is subject to change without prior

notice. Photographs may show boats being driven by professionals and no recommendation or guidance

in respect of safe operation or style of use is intended or implied by the publication of these images.

Always respect the local maritime regulations. Always wear the recommended personal  otation device

and safety equipment when boating.
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